Explanation of the "Stage Points Scoring System”
The Stage Points Scoring System (SPSS) used at the WBAS World Championships in 2012 is an
adaptation of the method used for many years by IPSC. It is simplified from their version which uses
"hit factor" as the divider. Since we don't have different power factor divisions and we don't have
targets with different scoring rings the system we use is the total stage time (raw time + misses +
penalties - bonuses) as the divider. (denominator)
It is important to understand that using SPSS scoring for awards is WITHIN CATEGORY. In
WBAS there are 4 categories (MT,MM,LT,LM). Shooters in the other 3 categories have NO effect on
the shooters score. Unlike most scoring systems where all
shooters at the match are grouped together and scores are determined based on overall finish within
the whole, in this system only shooters within a given category are scored against each other.
For years shooters have questioned SASS scoring systems that scored all shooters in a match
against each other even though categories differed so markedly in equipment and shooting
style. The SPSS results are a straight line based purely on the shooter's time against the best time
for the given course of fire (stage) within their category. There is no "bell curve" as seen in rank
points, and the more difficult Course of Fire (COF) has more value (stage points) which is not
reflected in a Total Time match. The system is a compromise between Rank Point and Total Time
scoring. The match results using SPSS are more closely
aligned with TT than RP.
When using SPSS some advanced input from the COF (stage) designers to the scoring system is
necessary. Every HIT required is worth 10 points. A COF of 20-10-6 requires 36 hits so it is worth
360 points. A COF of 20-6-5 requires 31 hits so it
is worth 310 points. A COF of 10-10-4 requires 24 hits so it is worth 240 points. A pistol only stage of
25 hits is worth 250 points. Bonus targets are NOT required hits so they are not included in the COF
count. If hit they are just deductions from the total stage time. The value of each COF must be input
into the scoring system. This is what allows more difficult COF's to be of greater value.
For every COF (stage) there will be 4 shooters who get ALL the stage points (MT,MM,LT,LM).
Each shooter gets a % of the stage points based on the winning time of the best shooter within their
category.
EXAMPLES:

Stage 1 COF (20-10-6) requires 36 hits so it is worth 360 stage points.

MM winner shoots it in 20.05 seconds. Gets 360 stage points.

Another shooter in MM shoots it in 21.03 seconds: 20.05/21.03=.9534% X 360=343.22 stage points.
Another shooter in MM gets a SDQ. A SDQ gets 0 stage points.
MT winner shoots it in 22.06 seconds. Gets 360 stage points
Another shooter in MT shoots it in 24.05 seconds: 22.06/24.05=.9173% X 360= 330.23 stage
points.
Another shooter in MT shoots it in 30.05 seconds: 22.06/30.05=.7341% X 360= 264.28 stage
points.
LM winner shoots it in 21.46 seconds. Gets 360 stage points.
Another shooter in LM shoots it in 23.86 seconds: 21.46/23.86=.8982% X 360=323.35 stage points.
Another shooter in LM shoots it in 44.64 seconds: 21.46/44.64=.4807% X 360=173.05 stage points
LT winner shoots it in 23.04 seconds gets 360 stage points.
Another shooter in LT shoots it in 25.65 seconds: 23.04/25.65=.8982% X 360=323.35 stage points.
Another shooter in LT gets a DNF. A DNF gets 0 stage points.
As can be seen the stage points awarded are a straight line (not a curve) based on each shooter's
total stage time. It doesn't matter whether there are 2 or 2000 shooters in the category. To get the
"Top 10" or "Sweet 16" or just the top overall Male and Female a SEPARATE calculation run is
made with only the top shooter regardless of category receiving all the stage points for each
COF. (This is the system currently used by both the TT and RP systems by SASS from which they
pick the individual category winners and placements).
SPSS is currently in the SASS scoring system used by CD Tom at EOT, but I don't know when a
new release with it will be issued. It is also in the A.C.E.S. system that was demonstrated at EOT
and was used by T Bone at his recent matches. It is a fairly simple calculation so a spreadsheet to
do it would be easy.
Is SPSS perfect?? NO. No system that is workable over a wide variety of stage designs that is
simple enough for widespread use is perfect. This system has proven to be simple enough for
widespread use and still allow for more complicated COF's to have
higher value. Many attempts have been made over the years to make more difficult COF's have
higher value based on some formula of movement, target size and distance, but all have failed.
Assigning different values to individual targets based on perceived difficulty by the designer have
resulted in anarchy. Over tens of years and hundreds of thousands of matches SPSS has proven to
be the most fair and accurate of all those tried.
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